Greetings music professional!
You are holding in your hands the labour of our love, Simulacrum's concept album "Sky Divided". When
we started planning this album, we decided to create an experience for the listener in which all of the
nonmusical elements support the story and elevate the album to the next level. The lyrics, music,
graphics, music video and mix all make this a package that Simulacrum can be extremely proud of.
We have also kept the whole production cycle within the band. The album has been recorded, mixed and
mastered, the music videos produced and graphics planned by Dark Noise Productions, which is owned
by Simulacrum's keyboardist and bass player. The cover artwork is by Jan Yrlund and he brilliantly
captured the bands vision. This is an album that sounds and looks 100% Simulacrum and no third party
has influenced the artistic outcome.
The story and visual style of the album strongly reflect the interests of composer/keyboardist Chrism and
lyricist/singer Niklas. We have grown-up in a world of Sci-Fi literature, computer games and movies and
we wanted to create a package that pays homage to these childhood influences. Mad Max, War of the
Worlds, Fahrenheit 451, the Fallout game series and Alien are all titles that are concidered classics and
have influenced the album's thematics.
Even though we haven't given up on any of our progressiveness, we feel that the compositions are
clearer than on our debut and the main idea of each song is easier to decipher. We had the goal of
composing songs that would also be intriguing in a live situation to those listeners who weren't previously
familiar with our music. It was important not to bargain on the quality of the songs so the hooks,
structures and melodies have been thoroughly polished.
TRACKLIST
1. Timelapse (2:50)
2. Behind The Belt Of Orion (5:31)
3. Broken (5:50)
4. Embrace The Animal Within (4:59)
5. Deep In The Trenches (5:24)
6. The Abomination (10:56)
7. Sky Divided (5:50)
8. Enter Hyperion (6:00)
9. A New Beginning (14:18)
Official Links:
http://www.simulacrum.fi
http://www.facebook.com/simulacrumofficial
http://twitter.com/simulacrumtweet
https://www.youtube.com/user/Simula84
Band Contact & Finnish Booking:
christian@darknoiseproductions.com
Management & International Booking:
lars@intromental.com

